
    Politics as the new Philosophy.  Remembering the chart from the first chapter.  Philosophy as 
the intellectual connection between Science (the body) and Religion (the spirit).  As I began 
getting into my book, it subtlely dawned on me that philosophy as intellectual bridge no longer 
existed.  Politics was the New Philosophy.  We no longer debated intellectual matters, we 
debated social issues.  That is why global warming has failed to catch on.  It’s a very basic 
intellectual existential theme -- the survival of the planet.  Yet aside from the despair of 
scientists throughout the world, the general public is not inclined to take up their mantle.  For 
politics has Trumped philosophy.   Philosophy appealed to the casual and causal intellectual 
darkened alleyways of the mind; politics on the other hand appeals directly to the body (the 
body politick) and the immediate gratification of power and prestigue.   Thus, from about the turn 
of the century, politics has dominated debate, action over words; power over passivity. 
    No one knew this better than Donald Trump who promised to “get things done” and to “make 
America great again” implying that his preddessor Obama was sleeping on the job and had 
spent eight years in terpitude, intellectualizing the problems of the nation.  Trump would change 
that, for he was a man of action, delusional though he was.  And while he bragged about being 
able to shoot someone on Park Avenue and getting away with it, his buffonned attempts to buy 
Greenland was fodder for late night comics.  
    But he made a larger point, gleaned from his considerable TV knowledge:  the more 
outrageous the politics, the larger his audience.  While the Democrats were still stumbling in 
philosophical back alleys, Trump was directing traffic along the busiest intersections of America. 
And when it came to casting those pitiful votes, politics Trumped philosophy -- even if the latter 
was devoted to climate survival, immigration rights and health benefits and the former to 
domestic social issues like abortion, jobs for all and (hush) white nationalizm.  When push came 
to shove, Americans voted with their 401k’s, that Trump had promised would disappear were he 
not re-elected. 
   So while Democrats debated (all 2 dozen or so of them) the intracacies of pie-in-the-sky 
programs, the Republicans stockpiled money and machine to re-elect a failed human being. 
Matter over Mind.  It works every time (especially if you’re in a two-block-long line for a pail of 
drinking water). 
   And so, I am reluctantly changing my original proposition.  My revised diagram herewith: 
 
                                                              PAST                    PRESENT                FUTURE 
  
                                       (spirit)           Religion 
                                       (body)                                            Politics 
                                       (mind)                                                                            Science 
 
Whereby politics has replaced philosophy as today’s fixation.  Notice as well, science and 
religion have changed places on our scheme of things.  Religion has been deligated to the past 
and heaven is no longer a final objective.  No, science and technology have taken over and this 
reflects a more accurate picture of how we are going to deal with a fateful future, a troubled 
existence as a species.  



    Of course this schism has divided the world in two: those who believe an all-observing 
all-powerful God is holding heaven open to those of a pure heart while damning those others, 
and those who believe science is on the cusp of creating an eternal species of hybrid humans. 
Belief in religion and belief in science are perversely intwined.  Only a belief in politics -- the 
protector of our state, our welfare, our culture -- trumps both science and religion.  Politics give 
us the comfort of safety in our institutions.  Science and religion are too esoteric to address the 
1 AM knock at the door.  Better that politics gives us the right to bear arms,  


